University Approved Housing Operation Plan

UAH organization name: Triangle

Sanitation
Related to:

- Common areas:
  Disinfect study room nightly after study hours. Hand sanitizing station at facility entrance and higher traffic areas. Deep clean weekly per usual house maintenance.

- Kitchen and dining areas: Disinfectant wipes following each meal seating per below; members wash dishes while wearing masks due to inability to maintain physical distance. Deep clean each weekend per usual house maintenance.

- Bathrooms: 8 maximum occupancy per bathroom. Disinfectant spray daily; deep clean each weekend. Personal belongings left in the bathroom will be taken to a lost and found. Unclaimed items in the lost and found will be discarded weekly.

Expectations related to individual member spaces:
The house and all members are expected to work collectively toward the above standards. Members will be expected to contribute to all cleaning and contact tracing efforts. Likewise, they are expected to exhibit behaviors which may be considered models within the Greek community including frequent temperature checks and wearing masks in all appropriate and/or required situations. Members are encouraged to arrive with a supply of personal sized hand sanitizer, and a
minimum of 3-5 cloth face coverings. We want all members to feel welcome and included at all times, if any of the above requirements require an additional accommodation, please contact the chapter president and house advisor as soon as possible to discuss necessary accommodations.

**Note:** Personal thermometers are encouraged but not required as there will be touchless thermometers for common use.

**Dining**
Please describe meal options for the fall as well as any anticipated arrangements related to dining times/areas:
Lunch and dinner served daily in house. Pre-plated meals prepared by house chef by request. Otherwise, members will self-serve with gloves. Members will need to separate themselves as according to CDC guidelines. Members requested to dine at staggered times determined prior to the meal. Members will be required to sanitize prior to plating food and will be required to wear masks while doing so.

**Shared and common spaces**
Please describe the plan/expectations for utilization of common spaces:
Common room will accommodate 5 members utilizing social distance guidelines. More than five people in the room must wear masks, no more than ten people in any common space at one time. Those using any shared equipment (video game controllers, billiards, gym equipment, etc.) must properly sanitize with provided wipes. Personal belongings left out in common areas for extended periods will be placed in a lost and found.

**Sleeping**
Maximum people per room: 2
Describe room type (traditional two-person room, suite, etc.): Traditional two-person
What measures, if any, will be implemented to minimize risk: None are required, but beds and furniture will be placed such that they will have maximum distance from one another.

Visitor policy
Who may visit the facility and under what conditions?
The house will be open to only members and invited guests, including alumni, for the first four weeks of the semester. Guests will be recorded in the house log during this time. After that time, uninvited guests will be permitted during normal hours after being recorded in the house log. Any guest will be expected to utilize restrooms in the common areas only. All guests will be required to have their temperature taken prior to entry and wear masks while inside.

How will visitors be registered for contact tracing?
Any visitor must be recorded in the house log, including name, email, phone number and appropriate host member information. Information will be stored for up to 120 days after which will be shredded.

Social policy
Under what conditions will any activities take place?
Any social activity involving members only will adhere to social distancing and gathering limits in place by the CDC and will abide by any university requirements as appropriate. Social activities involving non-members will not be permitted until October 5 at the earliest, and in accordance with the house adopting a comprehensive hosting plan. As a member of IFC, the house is subject to community social guidelines and will not host any events which are contrary to those to those guidelines. Any approved social will be required to take place outside.

Isolation/Quarantine plan
In the event of a positive case, the student will have the option to return home, isolate within the chapter defined spaces or within University isolation housing as available. Roommates or those in very frequent contact will have an option to self-quarantine within their facility (if appropriate spaces are available), utilize University quarantine spaces as available or return home. If one member tests positive, the house will quarantine for at least two weeks.